Trampolines exploded in popularity in the
last decade and achieved the unthinkable going from a backyard attraction to a multimillion dollar business. However, in the ever
changing entertainment landscape keeping
visitors excited with one single activity is
becoming a challenge. Thus, in order to
continue thriving, trampoline parks need to
offer new and exciting attractions for people
of all ages.

At Walltopia we understand the need to
stay current. That is why we created spaceefficient attractions that appeal to visitors
of all ages. Moreover, with our products we
don’t just aim at bringing more visitors, we
aim to engage and keep them coming back
for more.

FUN WALLS

CLIMBING MADE FUN
Climbing is trending in recent years because of its accessibility, physical
benefits and the social connections it creates. Specifically tailored
to appeal to kids, Fun Walls help them develop both physically and
cognitively, while keeping them entertained. The various designs and
games engage children of all ages in active play that keeps them
wanting to visit again.

PRODUCT
FUN WALLS SAMPLE PROJECT “SPACE SAVER”

Components
• 8 Fun Walls elements
- 8m high (26ft)
• 11 auto belays
• 108 m2 (1162.5 ft2)
OML, 0,46m
Safety Flooring
• Safety gates
Area
126 m2 / 1356 ft2

Required height
9 m / 30 ft
Capacity
Up to 22 ppl / hour
Staff members
• Minimum 2
• Reduced to 1 if self
belays are installed

Self Belay
The Self Belay is a patent-awarded
climbing connector, that allows
children to easily clip themselves
into any belaying device and
precludes the clipping mistakes.
It is an ideal addition to Fun Walls
as it reduces the operational staff
required by 50% while increasing
the safety and throughput of the
venue.

ELECTRIC ROLLGLIDER

THE ULTIMATE AERIAL ADVENTURE
The Electric Rollglider is a battery-powered aerial
ride that allows the participants to control their
own flight. It makes both for an exciting novelty for
the trampoline park and a way to utilize unused
space. The adjustable speed allows for the ride to be
enjoyed by all members of the family, regardless of
how fearless they are. The Electric Rollglider is not
just your regular thrill ride, but the ultimate aerial
adventure that captivates people and keeps them
coming back for more excitement.
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SUSPENDED ROPES COURSE

THE THRILL OF HEIGHTS
The suspended ropes course allows visitors to test
their courage and agility. It actually has all the wellloved features of the course while achieving extreme
space efficiency.
The many unique obstacles allow for a diverse
experience even in the long run and the gamification
option makes sure that people of all ages are engaged
and make many return visits to the park.
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LOW ROPES COURSE

A CHALLENGE FOR YOUNG ADVENTURERS
The low ropes course has been especially conceived
to develop younger children’s confidence and agility.
Its design allows parents to stand by their small ones
throughout the entire course in order to assist them
if desired — adding a bonding aspect to the whole
experience.
Easily combined with nets, ball pit or other playground
attractions, the low ropes course offers an original
alternative to the usual children activities.
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KIDS ARENA

A KIDS ARENA THAT FUELS THE IMAGINATION
An alternative to playgrounds and soft play, this
combination of attractions is designed to spark up
curiosity in kids of all ages.

Capacity

The unharnessed activities are entertaining, yet they
provide great exercise and ensure that even the
youngest children have heaps of fun.
Operators

79
1-2

NINJA COURSE

AWAKEN THE NINJA WITHIN YOU
The Ninja Course is aimed at athletic young teens
and adults — its obstacles will put visitors’ strength,
coordination and agility to the test as they compete
against themselves or their friends.
With the gamification feature the Ninja Course
unlocks its full potential as the ultimate engagement
generating attraction. It brings customers back to
keep their rank on the facility’s leaderboard.
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GAMIFIER

TAKING ATTRACTIONS TO THE NEXT LEVEL
The Gamifier is a software platform which brings visitors’ experience
to the next level. The scoring system allows visitors to track their
progression alongside others’, increasing the engagement rate of the
venue like never before.
Options to be part of a team and create special competitions boost
the number of returning customers. The Gamifier simultaneously
gathers data and provides valuable visitors insights allowing for
optimization of operations.

During our 22 years of experience in the climbing and active
entertainment industries we have completed over 1800 projects in
76 countries worldwide. Our production capabilities and our internal
R&D department allow us to make products of the highest quality.
A skilled team of engineers, designers, project managers and full-time
technicians is ready to take on every new challenge.

LET’S TALK ABOUT YOUR PROJECT!
Contact us at adventure@walltopia.com
or visit www.adventure.walltopia.com

111 V, Tsarigradsko shose boulevard, Sofia 1784, Bulgaria

